
Candlemas 2021 Sermon for ASSF   Jan31 2021 

Hebrews 2:14-18 

Luke 2:22-40   Jesus Presented in the Temple 

Themes: Salvation to the Gentiles, Light, Tinge of suffering. Call to 

Pray. 

 

On Tuesday we recognise Candlemas, exactly 40 days after Christmas.  

Candlemas is a BIG DAY for all us gentile types of Christians.  

There are 3 significant events in the RECOGNISING and WITNESSING 

of the arrival of Jesus for what and who he is. 

The first big witness event was when Jesus was born.  That job fell to 

the shepherds. 

Why lowly shepherds? One reason is that God was pointing out that 

all Jews – low in status and on the margins  – would be included -not 

just the law-keeping squeaky clean types who were sticklers for the 

keeping of many rules…That happened around his birthday. 

Another significant day of witnessing  - we’re not sure quite when -

was by 3 highly respected wise men: Not from Jerusalem, but 

representing the lands far away to the east, and possibly jewish, but 

possibly not. So that was God pointing out that eminent members of 

the world at large would bow down to Jesus. 

But THIS DAY – Candlemas - is OUR DAY for celebrating our 

SALVATION! And what a gift it is – no longer are we gentiles left out 

in the cold! 

I would have loved to have been there: One of the many little mites 

named Jesus, of which there were many - was recognised within the 

Jerusalem Temple Walls by two very clean and devout Jewish 

prophets as being the long awaited Messiah!  



Simeon had felt the Spirit move him to go there that day. He SAW, 

and pronounced that Jesus was not only King of Israel but here for 

the rest of us too. 

84 year old Anna picked Jesus out, after having waited and watched 

over thousands of firstborn baby boys being presented over the years 

– Possibly 60!  Would she have been expecting a poor couple from 

the outskirts who could only afford a couple of turtle doves to offer 

the priest? Anna pronounced Jesus as the Redeemer of Jerusalem to 

all who were interested in hearing it. 

Let’s look at what Simeon says about this pivotal moment. to God he 

says:  

My eyes have seen your salvation, which you have prepared in the 

sight of ALL nations: A light for revelation to the Gentiles, and the 

glory of your people Israel. 

A light for revelation, a light in the darkness. Candlemas. Deep within 

us there is some sort of warm yearning for, and joy in the candlelight 

dinners, candles on Christmas Eve, candles for the offering of prayers. 

Candlelight evokes in us a sense of that greater light which, for 

beyond all time, radiates from Jesus. 

And so all of us in all walks of life, can behold Christ and Love Christ, 

and know that he loves us. 

 

It is a dark world that we live in, and we are in the middle of a sticky 

patch right now, that’s for sure. 

There will always be a tinge of suffering in our journey to be with 

God. 

 

 



 Pope Paul VI 

“Christ himself says ‘I am the light of the world’ 

 And we are the light…. if we receive it from him. 

 But how do we make it shine?  

The candle tells us; by burning and being 

 consumed in the burning” 

  

Simeon said to Mary “ And a sword will pierce your own soul too.” 

The mission of Christ will only be achieved through great suffering 

and division, and his mother Mary would not escape these sorrows. 

And neither do we. 

Simeon teaches us embrace the new arrival of our Messiah with 

hope, but also to accept faithfully the terminations and the losses. 

We have lost so many, haven’t we? As Justin Welby and Stephen 

Cottrell, Archbishops of Canterbury and York have reflected in their 

open letter this last week: Each single number of the 105,000 is a 

person; someone we love and someone who loved us. We also 

believe that each of these people was known to God and cherished 

by God. The Archbishops recognise and console us and encourage us 

and remind us of the hope we have in Jesus.. If we are feeling scared 

or lost or isolated, lonely, anxious, despondent like never before, 

traumatised and grieving at being prevented from being present for 

our loved ones as they died, or even at the graveside – we can cast 

our darkness and look to the light and hope that is Jesus. 

 Death doesn’t have the last word, In God’s kindgdom every tear will 

be wiped away. 

 



Again I say, It is a dark world that we live in.  BUT 😊 We’ve just got 

through the 6 darkest weeks of winter. 

Today Candlemas also takes on the role of heralding in the Spring. 

Winter is finally fading. Time for a new beginning indeed! 

Look outside – Can you see the snowdrops? They are like the earthly 

candles beckoning in the Spring. These little white pins of light are 

popping up everywhere.  Let them remind and fill us with the light 

and joy and hope that Jesus radiates into our earthly lives. 

 In case you haven’t heard already.. WE also have a chance to all be 

his light together and make it shine in a powerful way. 

On Monday Feb 1
st

 and every day thereafter at 6.00 in the evening, 

The Archbishops of Canterbury and York are inviting us to pause and 

reflect and to pray. To remember the people across the UK who 

have died as a result of this coronavirus, and all those who know and 

love them.  

It is Candlemas everyone, we know what that means, and may the 

light shine on you and FROM you. 

 

 

 


